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Abstract— Modular robots consist of many mechatronic modules that can be connected into various shapes and therefore
adapted for a given task or environment. Motion of the robots
can be achieved by locomotion generators that control joints
connecting the modules. An important advantage of modular
robots is their ability to recover from failures by ejecting
and replacing damaged modules. This type of failure recovery
may be precluded due to inability of the broken modules to
cooperate or when no spare modules are available. In such
a case, locomotion of a damaged robot should be adapted to
allow the robot to reach a repair station or even to finish its task
without the need to exchange the broken modules. In this paper,
we investigate how to recover from failures using the concept
of motion planning with motion primitives and how to adapt
the primitives to new situations. The proposed systems allows
modular robots to move even if some modules fail. Besides
modular robots, the proposed system is suitable also for other
robots that can be driven by locomotion generators such as
legged or snake-like robots.

I. I NTRODUCTION & MOTIVATION
Modular robots are versatile robotic systems with many
degrees of freedom that consist of many mechatronic modules [12] (examples of two robots are depicted in Fig. 1).
Contrary to other multi-DOF systems like humanoids, legged
or snake-like robots, modular robots can be reconfigured to
various shapes, which allows them to adapt for a given task
and environment.
An important feature of modular robots is their ability to
recover from failures, as a broken module can be replaced
with a new one [3], [22]. This type of failure recovery requires that the modules are able to autonomously undock and
eject a broken one. Depending on the architecture, this may
require a broken module to actively cooperate on undocking,
which can make the replacement impossible. Moreover, the
replacement is possible only if a new functional robot is
available, which might not be the case for a robot operating in
a field [3]. In such a case, a new module has to be delivered,
which can already be a challenge. These issues can be solved
by moving the robot to a repair station, where spare modules
are available and where broken modules can be disconnected
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with the assistance of the repair facility. This requires that
the robot is able to move even if some modules are broken.
Modular robots can move through self-reconfiguration
or using joint-control locomotion. In the concept of selfreconfiguration, the motion is achieved by repeated disconnection of the modules, moving them to a new position
and reconnecting them back to the robot [4], [13]. Jointcontrolled locomotion can be achieved using locomotion generators such as Central Pattern Generators (CPG) providing
desired gaits. To visit places in complex environments with
obstacles, multiple CPGs can be used and switched using
motion planning [18]. The utilization of motion planning
allows us to employ simple locomotion generators without
need to incorporate sensory feedback.
In this paper, we investigate how to recover from failures
of modular robots. We assume, that the robots move in
a flat-like environment with obstacles and their main task
is to visit a given place. The task of the failure recovery
studied in this paper is to move a robot to a desired position
without need to reconfigure or eject damaged modules. The
basic strategy is to generate a new plan using the motion
planner. Depending on the amount of failures, the motion
primitives need to be adapted considering the failed modules.
The ability of modular robots to move can be significantly
decreased due to failures and the motion primitives defined
for the fully functional robot might not be effective for the
damaged robot. In such a case, new motion primitives have to
be automatically designed, optimized and used by the motion
planner.
II. R ELATED WORK
The problem of finding feasible trajectory of a modular
robot in a complex environment can be solved using motion
planning techniques. Due to many degrees of freedom and
complex kinematics and dynamics, sampling-based methods
like Rapidly Exploring Random Trees (RRT) can be used.
The RRT iteratively explores the configuration space of the
robot until a goal configuration is reached. This requires

Fig. 1. Quadropod (left) and Caterpillar-like (right) modular robots made
of CoSMO [11] modules.

to generate suitable control signals for the actuators. This
is time consuming in the case of modular robots, because
the number of possible control signals grows exponentially
with the number of actuators. In recent modification of
RRT, called RRT-MP (RRT with Motion Primitives) [18],
the control signals are generated by a locomotion generator
rather than by the motion planner. These signals, called
motion primitives, are considered as atomic actions and the
task of the planner is to find a feasible plan using these
motion primitives. As the motion primitives provide the
control signals for the actuators, the complexity of the motion
planning significantly decreases and it is given mainly by the
number of the utilized motion primitives, rather than by the
amount of actuators. This allows a robot to fast recompute
motion plans if needed, e.g. if a new obstacle is detected [20].
Many approaches have been proposed to generate locomotion of robots with many DOFs. Rhythmic motions (e.g.
crawling) can be achieved by Central Pattern Generators
(CPG), which is inspired by evidence from nature, that
motion is generated by coupled neuro-oscillators. CPGs have
been used to generate locomotion of snake-like robots, to
control swimming robots, to generate biped locomotion of
humanoid robots and also to control modular robots [7], [8].
A comprehensive review of CPGs and their usage in robotics
can be found in [6].
The ability of modular robots to move is affected by
failures of actuators and by communication errors. The communication errors cause that control signals for the actuators
are not synchronized. To suppress the influence of communication errors, the motion of the individual modules can be
synchronized relatively to their neighbors [17], [16], or using
artificial hormones flowing through the modules [14]. These
approaches however cannot prevent mechanical or electrical
failures of joints.
A possible solution to joint failures usually mentioned in
literature, would be to remove a failed module or to replace
it by a new one [3], [22], but the ejecting of a failed module
cannot always be performed. Another type of failure recovery
is to adapt its locomotion to allow the robot to finish its task
or to reach a repair station. An on-line adaptation mechanism
for modular robots based on reinforcement learning (RL) was
recently proposed in [1]. This method requires to find policy
for each state, which is time consuming. To reduce the statespace, each module performs a limited set of discrete actions,
and these modules optimize their own policies independently.
The reward is based on the achieved speed of the robot.
The disadvantage of this approach is that the policy needs to
be adapted for the whole environment and re-adapted if the
situation changes.
In this paper, we approach the failure recovery of modular
robots using the motion planning with motion primitives. In
comparison to RL-based approach [1], our method achieves
the global behavior of a robot using motion planning. Therefore, it is not required to create a policy for each possible
state as in [1]. Instead, new plan is generated if needed
considering actual motion abilities of the robot and situation
in the environment. Our approach does not rely on the
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Fig. 2.
Example of a configuration tree built by RRT-MP planner for
a robot equipped with three motion primitives (‘go-left’,‘go-forward’ and
‘go-left’). In the expansion step, these primitives are used to obtain new
configurations reachable from qnear (blue nodes). A configuration nearest
to qrand is then selected and added to the tree (in this case, the configuration
obtained by ‘go-left’ primitive).

reconfiguration of modules and therefore, it can be used for
modular robots without self-reconfiguration abilities or even
for snake-like or legged robots. To authors’ best knowledge,
this type of failure recovery has not been explicitly studied
in literature dealing with modular robots. In the rest of the
paper, we assume that a failed joint cannot be controlled
and that it is stuck in its last position. Moreover, we assume,
that such a failure can be detected and the motion planning
system can be informed about that.
III. M OTION PLANNING WITH MOTION PRIMITIVES
In the concept of motion planning with motion primitives,
a robot is equipped with several motion primitives, such
as ‘crawl-forward’ or ‘rotate-left’ [19]. The task of the
motion planner is to find a plan from an initial configuration
qinit ∈ Cf ree to a goal configuration qgoal ∈ Cf ree , where a
configuration q = (x, y, z, α, β, γ, ai , . . . , am ) describes 3D
position and rotation of a pivot module, ai is angle of joint
i, m is the number of joints, and Cf ree ⊆ C is the set of
feasible configurations from the configuration space C of the
robot.
In this paper, the motion primitives are modeled using
CPG. The motion primitive provides a control signal for all
m actuators, ai (t), 0 ≤ t ≤ τ p , i = 1, . . . , m, that define
a desired angle of the joints, and τ p is the duration of the
motion primitive. The behavior of a CPG is influenced by
its parameters, therefore a motion primitive p is described by
np parameters collected in the vector xp ∈ Rnp . To create a
primitive p, the parameters xp need to be optimized according to a cost function f p (xp ). The cost function can measure
e.g. the achieved velocity, consumed energy or amount of
rotation. The optimization of xp can be efficiently solved
e.g. using genetic algorithms (GA) [7], [8] or evolutionarybased methods like Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) [9].
The RRT-MP algorithm iteratively builds a tree of configurations rooted at the initial configuration qinit . In each
iteration, a configuration qrand is randomly generated in the
configuration space and its nearest node qnear in the tree is
found. The node qnear is then expanded using the motion
primitives, which results in a set of new configurations
reachable from qnear . From this set, the nearest configuration towards qrand is selected and added to the tree. The
expansion is realized using a physical simulation, that models
motion of the robot. The algorithms terminates in the goal
configuration qgoal is approaches to a predefined distance

dgoal . The distance %(·, ·) between two configurations is
measured as 3D Euclidean distance between the 3D positions
of the pivot modules, which is suitable for the task where
robot moves in large environments and where the fast exploration of the workspace is preferred. RRT-MP searches the
configuration space only using the primitives, and therefore
some configurations cannot be reached by only combining
the primitives. To ensure probabilistic completeness of the
algorithm, the predefined motion primitives can be combined
with random signals, that are used with probability pr . The
random signals can be achieved e.g. by setting the parameters
of the CPG to random values. The algorithm is listed in
Alg. 1 and the example of the configuration tree is depicted
in Fig. 2.
IV. FAILURE RECOVERY USING RRT-MP
Two basic types of joint failures can be identified: a joint
is stuck in its last position, or it freely moves according to
forces caused by other modules, and it cannot be controlled.
In both cases, motion abilities of the robot are changed. For
example, failures can slow down the robot or even cause a
slight rotation during a motion similar to a human limping.
This may preclude the robot to move, which can jeopardize
the mission.
The number of possible failures of a modular robot depends both on the amount of failed modules but also on
their relative positions in the robot. The number of possible
robot failures Nm of a modular robot with m modules
grows exponentially in m, since the binomial theorem yields

Algorithm 1: Main loop of RRT-MP

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

Input: initial configuration qinit , goal configuration qgoal , set
of motion primitives P = (x1 , . . . , xn ), probability of
creating random pattern pr
Output: plan or failure
T .initialize(); // create empty configuration tree
T .add(qinit );
for iterator = 1 : Kmax do
qrand = generate random configuration;
qnear = find nearest configuration to qrand in T ;
R = ∅;
foreach xp ∈ P do // P is the set of motion primitives
if rand() > pr then
(a1 (t), a2 (t), . . . , am (t)) = control signals from
xp , 0 < t ≤ τ p ;
else
(a1 (t), a2 (t), . . . , am (t)) = random control
signal, 0 < t ≤ τ p ;
end
q = apply ai (t) to motion model starting from qnear ;
R = R ∪ {q};
end
qnew = nearest from R to qrand ;
T .add(qnew );
T .addEdge(qnear , qnew );
if %(qnew , qgoal ) < dgoal then //goal reached
return plan from T ;
end
end
return failure;

Pm m
i
m
Nm =
i=0 i · k = (1 + k) , where k reflects a
constant number single joint failures, for example a discrete
set of joint angles where the module might get stuck.
Suppose, that only a fixed maximum fraction α ∈ [0, 1] of
broken modules is considered. Then [5] yields an asymptotic
formula for the number Nm,α of configurations with at
most bαmc broken modules having k = 1 relevant failures.
i In thisPcase, the partial sum can be approximated by
1
bαmc
Nm,α = i=0 mi ≈ 2mH(α)− 2 lg(m) . This holds for α <
0.5 with a constant H(α) > 0. Due to symmetry with respect
to binomial form, this feature still holds for α ≥ 0.5. So even
in the simple case of only one type of failure per module (i.e.,
k = 1) the number of possible configurations of failures to
consider grows exponentially in m. Due to large amount of
possible robot failures Nm , the failure recovery strategies
cannot be precomputed.
We propose three strategies to recover modular robots
from failure and to obtain a plan to reach a desired place
without need to reconfigure. The strategies always use RRTMP to create a new plan and they differ in the used motion
primitives: a) using original primitives (denoted as RRTMPr ); b) using original primitives adapted to the failures
(denoted RRT-MPa ); and c) creating new primitives without
human-biased cost functions (denoted RRT-MPm )
The strategy RRT-MPr recovers from failure only by
replanning utilizing the original motion primitives without
adapting them. The control signals ai (t) provided by the motion primitives are applied to the motion model realized by
a physical simulation, where motions of the damaged joints
are prohibited. This allows RRT-MP to directly consider the
effects of failures to the behavior of robot and to create new
plans for damaged robots. Such a naive strategy can be useful
in situations, where failures influence motion abilities only
slightly. If the performance of motion primitives decreases
significantly, no plan can be found, which indicates, that the
primitives should be adapted or that new primitives should be
used. This replanning strategy is similar to Model Predictive
Control [15].
In the RRT-MPa approach, the motion primitives designed
for the fully functional robot are adapted to failures before
they are used in RRT-MP. The adaptation (optimization) is
run using a physical simulation, where failures of joints
are taken into account. Parameters xp of each primitive
are optimized using the cost function defined for the fully
functional robot. The disadvantage of this approach is that
all the primitives need to be optimized, which can be time
consuming. Moreover, if the failures change motion abilities
of the robot significantly, one cannot ensure, that the original
motion primitives can be realized by the damaged robot. In
such a case, the primitives should be redefined, which is
solved in the next strategy.
The RRT-MPm strategy optimizes new primitives (called
Multiple primitives) after a failure is detected. It is assumed,
that there is no a priori knowledge about motion abilities of
the damaged robot. In such a case, it could be inefficient to
optimize robot’s motions according to cost functions selected
by a human, which would tend to choose nice primitives
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Example of Multiple primitives (K = 4) for Lizard robot with
one broken module (the broken module is depicted in red) (a). The letters
denote end points of the primitives (b). The cost function of these primitives
is computed as the area of the convex hull of these points (points a, b, c)
in this case (c).

(e.g. ‘walk-forward’) instead of primitives suitable for the
damaged robot (e.g. ‘walk-forward-while-rotating-left’). The
Multiple primitives are optimized simultaneously using a
single cost function. This requires to collect the parameter
vectors xi of each employed locomotion generator i into a
single optimization vector x̂, x̂ = (x1 , x2 , . . . , xK ), where
K is the number of Multiple primitives. As the task of the
studied failure recovery is to enable movements of a robot
in a complex environment, the Multiple primitives should
provide motions in all directions. The cost function should
favour fast motions but it has to ensure that these motions are
oriented to different directions. Such a cost function can be
computed as the area of the convex hull of the end points of
the primitives, which is suitable for robots operating in flat
environment, where amplitude of motion is not important.
Example of this cost function is depicted in Fig. 3.
V. E XPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION
A. Failure recovery using RRT-MP
The proposed failure recovery strategies RRT-MPr , RRTMPa and RRT-MPm have been experimentally verified in a
scenario with obstacles (Fig. 5) using three CoSMO [11]
modular robots (Fig. 4). The motion model was realized
using the physical simulation based on Robot3D [21].
Each robot was equipped with four Basic primitives p = {‘move-left’,‘move-forward’,‘move-right’,‘moveback’}. The primitives were realized using sine CPG providing control signals ai (t) = Ai sin(ωi t+ϕi )+Oi . Each primitive p is represented by vector xp = (Ai , Oi , ωi , ϕi ), i =
1, . . . , m. The motion primitives were optimized using PSO
with 20 particles and 100 iterations (we refer to [18]
for details about the optimization). The cost function for
the Basic primitives used in RRT-MPr and RRT-MPa is
f p (xp ) = D − d, where D is the initial distance between the
robot and a virtual goal and d is the distance between the
final position of the robot and the virtual goal (Fig. 4). The
cost function of Multiple primitives used in RRT-MPm was
computed as the area of the convex hull made of end-points
of the primitives (Fig. 3). RRT-MPm was run with K = 4
primitives.
The task of failure recovery is to find a plan to a distant
place behind the obstacle. Performance of the planning is
described by the success rate s-ratio, which is the percentage
of the trials, where RRT-MP reached the goal to the distance
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Fig. 4. Robots used in the simulation experiment and schema of the cost
function for the ‘move-forward’ primitive. D denotes the distance between
the initial configuration q(0) and the virtual goal, d is the distance between
the final configuration q(τ p ) and the virtual goal. The configuration q(τ p )
is achieved by applying motion pattern p over time τ p . The cost function
is computed as f p (xp ) = D − d.

dgoal = 1× module size. For each robot (with m modules),
theplanner was run for all combinations of failures Bi =
m
considering i = 0, 1, 2, 3 broken modules. Only one
i
type of failure was considered (joint is stuck in its zero
position). The planners were run 20 times for each of these
combinations with maximum allowed number of iterations
Kmax = 150. The performance of failure recovery with i
broken modules is measured as the percentage of cases where
the RRT-MP achieved s-ratio greater or equal to a given
threshold out of all Bi cases. This performance is depicted
by graphs for each amount of failed modules in Fig. 7 (values
of Bi are in each graph). A better failure recovery strategy
is indicated by higher percentage of combinations where
a plan was found with the given probability. Examples of
constructed plans are depicted in Fig. 5.
The failures of one, two or three modules have smallest
impact to the Lizard robot. Both strategies utilizing original
primitives (RRT-MPr and RRT-MPa ) were able to construct
motion plans with s-ratio= 100 % for almost all Bi cases
of broken modules. The RRT-MPm strategy creates the plan
with s-ratio= 100 % for more than 70 % of combinations
of failed modules. The Quadropod and Dog robots are
influenced by failures more than Lizard, especially if two
or three modules are broken. In these cases, RRT-MPa is
superior to other methods.
The results show power of the replanning (RRT-MPr ) as
the failure recovery tool. Even better results were achieved
by adaptation of the basic primitives (RRT-MPa ). The third
strategy (RRT-MPm ) provided the failure recovery with the
least success ratio. There are two possible reasons. First,
the robots were able to perform the human-designed basic
primitives even with failed modules, and therefore these can
be easily optimized, which is indicated by the superior performance of RRT-MPa . Second, by comparing cost functions
of motion primitives used in all methods depicted in Fig. 6,
we can see, that the primitives derived automatically by
RRT-MPm move the robots slower in comparison to other
methods. Therefore, RRT-MPm cannot construct the plan
within the given Kmax = 150 number of iterations, which
decreases the s-ratio. Video from the experiment is available
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Fig. 5. Examples of configuration trees constructed using tested failure recovery strategies for Quadropod robot with two broken modules (broken modules
are depicted in red). Robots are placed in start and goal configurations. RRT-MPr could not create a plan, as both ‘move-forward’ and ‘move-back’ primitives
were almost disabled by the failures. RRT-MPa optimizes these primitives so the ‘move-forward’ primitive can be used in the plan.
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Fig. 8. Progress of motion optimization on five-module caterpillar robot
for healthy robot (red) and robot with one broken module (blue).

at http://mrs.felk.cvut.cz/romoco2015.
B. HW experiment
The proposed failure recovery system derives the motion
plans and motion primitives using the physical simulation,
but for deployment on real robots, the optimization needs
to be run on the HW. In this experiment, we compare the
speed of optimization of a motion pattern on five-module
caterpillar robot (Fig. 1) with and without initialization from
the simulation. The robot was driven by the sine CPG and the
cost was measured after 30 s of real motion using a top-view
localization camera using circle-detection system [10], [2].
The optimization on real robot was run with four particles
and it was terminated after 20 generations. which required
20 · 4 = 80 evaluations of the cost function. Duration of the
HW experiment was 80 · 30 s = 40 minutes.
The optimization was performed for a fully functional
robot and also considering one broken module. The optimization was initialized either randomly or using best
solutions from the physical simulation. The resulting cost is
higher if the optimization is initialized using solutions from
simulation (Fig. 8). The randomly initialized optimization
resulted in cost=22 cm (achieved in the 80th iteration, i.e.,
in 40 minutes), while the initialization from simulation lead
to cost 35 cm achieved in 22nd iteration (i.e., after 11
minutes). In case of the robot with one failed module, the
final cost was 22 cm with random initialization and 30 cm
with simulation-based initialization respectively. Video from
the experiment is available at http://mrs.felk.cvut.
cz/romoco2015.
VI. C ONCLUSION
The paper investigates failure recovery of modular robots
using adaptation of motion primitives that are used in a
motion planner. The experiments show that the replanning
can help in many cases to recover from failures. The failure
recovery can be significantly improved by adapting the
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